Familiarizing Food

Frozen Food Chains, Technology and Consumer Trust, Norway 1940–1970

The connections between food and technology are an important theme in historical studies of food production and consumption, particularly in so-called food chain studies championed by for instance Warren Belasco and Roger Horowitz.\(^1\) In this framing of food studies, various technologies used in transportation, conservation, packaging, quality control systems, retail and so forth are viewed as central for achieving a better understanding of modern food production, distribution and consumption.\(^2\) Others, like Ann Vileisis, have shown how these modern technological food chains increased the distance between field and fork to the point that consumers no longer knew where their food came from, sometimes producing problems relating to consumer trust in food.\(^3\)

A new line of studies at the intersection of the history of technology and the history of food has tried to tackle the uneasy connections between modern food chains and consumer trust in food. Historians of technology, such as Karin Zachmann, have shown that even though technologies have enabled a greater distance between field and fork, an increased distrust in food does not necessarily follow.\(^4\) Food industries do a lot of work to avoid crises in consumer trust and to affect consumers’ interpretations of products, for example through marketing, the setting up of quality control systems, and an increasing importance of scientific expertise in modern food chains. Thus the making of consumer perceptions of, and trust in, food needs to be understood as an on-going process. In this framing, changing cultures of trust production then become a central
issue. As such, this line of study has a lot to say about transformations in food production and consumption.

However, it is still necessary to look into the role of technology in the mediation of trust. Sophisticated understandings of the complex relationship between food and trust have been developed, but technology is often framed as a cause for the material transformations of food chains, and not as an issue in the making of consumer trust in food. This is problematic because technology can have multiple uses and meanings, and should not be reduced to simple infrastructure any more than food should be framed as just being energy. For example, bicycles in the late 19th century were not just tools for transportation, but also used by young men to signal bravery and masculinity. Consequently, bicycles were not only vehicles, but also tools in the production of identity.

I line with this reasoning, this article investigates attempts at producing consumer trust in a new kind of food and the role of technology in this effort. Has technology been utilized as a tool for shaping consumers’ perceptions of food, and subsequently, in the making of consumer trust in food? And in extension of this, can it be used as a lens for studying the making of food chains, as well as how food producers attempt to facilitate transformations in local food cultures? By investigating these questions and framing technology as something with multiple uses and meanings, the article is intended to add to our understanding of how industrial actors try to shape attitudes to food products by using technology as a means to “familiarize” consumers with new foods.
In order to further investigate these questions, I will examine the introduction of frozen fish fillets in Norway.\(^8\) I will give examples of how the frozen fish industry in Norway has worked to create consumer trust in their products as it built a frozen food chain that increased the distance between the site of production and the site of consumption. Conventional ways of building trust such as quality control systems and branding will be present, though I will problematize these as trust-producing mechanisms in themselves. Instead, my claim is that they should be seen in connection to more mundane technologies such as cookbooks, self-service stores, frozen goods counters and household freezer chests.\(^9\) However, we first need an introduction to the Norwegian frozen fish industry.

**The Making of a Frozen Fish Industry**

Early attempts at producing frozen fish in Norway took place in the 1920s, but most of it ended up as baitfish due to poor quality.\(^10\) It was during WWII and the German occupation of Norway that Norwegians had their first experience with frozen fish fillets, as the Germans built four state-of-the-art freezing plants along the Norwegian coast with the goal of turning the country and its abundant fish into the main supplier of protein for the future German empire. The fish produced at these plants were distributed to the troops, although Norwegian civilians also got to taste this new fish product.\(^11\)

At the end of the war, the Norwegian government seized the German freezing plants and decided that they were too large to be profitable in peacetime. The plants were disassembled and the equipment given to some of the many smaller freezing plants under construction along the coast. This was applauded by the social democratic government, which had laid extensive plans during
the war to modernize Norway through industrialization. The traditional Norwegian fisheries had relied on small vessels and the local production of salted, smoked and dried fish, which further relied on minimal capital investments. With the end of the war, the country was in need of foreign currency; therefore the exporting of fish became important. The new politics were aimed at creating a fish product that could bring in more cash than the traditional exporting of fish, so vessels and freezing plants were built and ships, rails and cars equipped in order to transport frozen fillets to European and American consumers.\textsuperscript{12}

By 1949, more than 20 plants capable of producing frozen fish fillets had been built along the Norwegian coast, while several others were in the making. The state was heavily involved in this effort by providing expertise and capital to private interests that wanted to build fish freezing plants, although the pace of the development was a problem.\textsuperscript{13} It became clear that the production, export and marketing of the new product needed to be centrally coordinated for Norwegian actors to compete in foreign markets. Or rather, the products needed to have a certain quality, and a market for frozen fillets needed to be created. None of the Norwegian plants had the capital for a marketing effort, so they instead joined forces. The sales cooperative, Norwegian Frozen Fish, was established in 1946 in order to secure the quality, export and marketing of frozen fish fillets, and almost all Norwegian freezing plants bought shares in order to help finance it.\textsuperscript{14}

The frozen fish industry grew rapidly, and by 1955, more than 40 000 tons of frozen fish fillets were exported from Norway to foreign markets. But even before this, Norwegian Frozen Fish had also set its sights on the Norwegian market, and in 1949, the secretary of the National
Association of Freezing Plants claimed that there was no market for frozen foods in Norway. Two years later, Norwegian Frozen Fish started its first real effort to sell frozen fillets to Norwegian consumers.¹⁵

Whatever the motivation for the decision to expand into the home market, it is clear that Norwegian consumers were being approached by a strong alliance that wanted to sell frozen fish fillets. Norwegian Frozen Fish represented many freezing plants, though the organization enabled the plants to act in unison to create a market for the new product in Norway. It is therefore appropriate to talk about “the frozen fish industry.” At the same time, it is also important to stress that the frozen fish industry had to create a market for its product since frozen fish fillets represented something new to Norwegian consumers after WWII. And as we shall see, frozen fillets were something quite different from the fish consumers had traditionally encountered in their everyday lives.

**Distanced Food**

Traditionally, Norwegians have always included a lot of fish in their diet. Having a long coastline and rich fishing resources encouraged people to eat fish while it was fresh. The fresh fish came from nearby, and the people who ate the fish were often the same people who caught it. Another way of getting fresh fish was at the harbor, where fishermen would sell their catch from their boats or from the fish dealers at the marketplace. In this way, people would purchase their fish from the same person every time. Of course, fresh fish was not the only option, with Norwegians also regularly consuming salted and dried fish as part of their diet. Both salting and drying are means of preservation that allow the distance between the site of production and the
site of consumption to increase, though consumers would still have a sense of proximity to the fish because they could inspect it before purchase, since these types of fish were not enclosed in a package.\textsuperscript{16}

The introduction of frozen fish fillets represented a distinct departure from more traditional fish items for consumption, and the fish used in the production of frozen fillets were caught by either small fishing vessels or large trawlers in the northern parts of Norway, which is where the richest fishing grounds and largest freezing plants were. It was then transported to the southern and eastern parts of Norway where most of the population lived. Hence, we can say that most of the frozen fish fillets made in Norway were produced in areas of the country up to 2000 kilometres from the most central markets in the most densely populated areas surrounding Oslo.\textsuperscript{17}

This distinction illustrates one important difference between frozen fillets and fresh fish: Frozen fillets are food that is not caught or produced in the vicinity of the consumer. Therefore, the consumer cannot know exactly where the fish comes from and how it is made. From this, it is clear that it is also impossible for the consumer to base his/her judgment of the fish’s quality on the production process or the face-to-face interaction with the producer. Frozen fillets are a long-distance food, thereby creating a gap between producer and consumer. However, this did not necessarily represent something new for Norwegian consumers, as we must remember that dried cod also comes from the far north. For this reason, the geographical distance between consumer and producer is nothing new in itself.\textsuperscript{18}
The new aspect about frozen fish fillets becomes visible if we follow the fishing vessels into the harbor where the freezing plant is located. Once taken out of the ocean, the fish would enter a factory-like environment. Here, fish would be placed on a disassembly line flanked by women with sharp knives, who removed not only the inedible parts of the fish, but also everything that is typical of a fish such as its head, tail, bones and skin. Even the parts of meat that contained the fish’s blood would be cut off so that only the white meat was left. The women also weighed the fish so that the fillets sizes were of a uniform size and at the end of the disassembly line, the fish did not look at all like the fish taken from the ocean. What was left was a standardized square lump of white organic material that was placed inside small, standardized cardboard containers whose shape and color were decided by designers and marketers at the head office of Norwegian Frozen Fish.19

At its essence, processing provided another kind of “distancing” that was different than simply a purely geographical distance. While fresh, dried, smoked and salted fish had signs that clearly showed that it was fish, frozen fillets did not have such traits. The production process also distanced the fillets from traditional varieties of fish in other ways in that the fish normally encountered by Norwegian consumers had some individuality left because of a variety in their size and looks, frozen fillets all looked the same because their size was adjusted to fit standardized packages. This meant that the consumers’ encounters with the fish in retail stores would be quite different from what they were used to.20

I say retail stores because the frozen fish industry sold their fillets in regular grocery stores rather than through fish dealers, while merchants were encouraged to create a standardized
environment for the sale of frozen fillets. In addition to placing the frozen fillets in the same spot in every store, they received standardized advertising materials from Norwegian Frozen Fish, and the frozen goods counters where the fish was stored were also supplied by the sales organization; as a result the 6,000 frozen goods counters that existed in Norway by 1955 were mostly the same from store to store. Norwegian Frozen Fish even encouraged merchants to transfer from old counter service stores to self-service stores. This of course led to a minimization of the role played by the merchant as a seller because the consumers would serve themselves.\(^{21}\)

The very place where consumers would encounter the new food would therefore differ from where they normally bought their fish, as not only were the fish of a standardized size and packed in standardized packages, but even the stores where the fish was sold were standardized. As such, the making and selling of frozen fillets represented a break with the traditional purchasing of fish. Because they no longer bought fish from the fishermen at the harbor or from the fish dealer, consumers encountered an entirely new environment for buying fish that provided no hint about the product’s origins in the sea. The fish was no longer sold from a boat or from trays filled with ice so that consumers could see the very fish they bought; in fact, this new product and sales environment did not allow them to see the fish at all. Placed inside frozen goods counters and packed in cardboard containers, the actual fish had become invisible.

This invisibility represented a problem. If we look at a housewives’ encyclopaedia from 1947, this becomes clear. This book told housewives everything they needed to know about fish as a raw material for food, including the biology of the fish, its nutritional value, different species,
preparation and so on. The book was a guide intended to turn housewives into responsible, critical and well-informed consumers, so it should be no surprise that the book also instructed housewives how to evaluate the quality of fish at the marketplace. The authors explained that fish is a perishable product that will be destroyed by bacteria and enzymes shortly after death, thus making it important to evaluate the freshness of the fish. After stating this, the authors explained how housewives can recognize fresh fish: “Fresh fish has a stiff body, clear colour, red gills, grey or white and hard roe, and a good smell of fish.”

This illustrates how housewives evaluated fish when they went down to the harbor or to the fish dealer. They used their senses to check the fish for certain traits that could reveal the true quality of the fish. The new frozen fillets and new sales locations made these methods useless. Not only was the bond between consumer and seller broken, but the consumers could no longer judge the quality of the fish for themselves because it was hidden. Thus, the production and sale of frozen fillets can be seen as having created a distance between the product and consumer that went far beyond that of the geographical. Frozen fish fillets therefore needed to be evaluated differently than traditional fish. But before we go on to interpret this process in another way, we must first take a look at how consumers perceived this new product.

**Distrust in Fillets**

How did consumers react to the new frozen fish fillets that started appearing in grocery stores during the 1950s? A meeting at the Department of Fisheries in 1951 provides some insights, as the theme of the meeting was an increasing lack of fish in the eastern parts of Norway. All of the major actors from the fishing industry attended the meeting in which cabinet minister Reidar
Carlsen claimed that the lack of fresh fish had to be compensated for “with stored fish – frozen fish and dried fish.” Carlsen maintained that frozen fillets could solve the fresh fish crisis because they could be stored for a long time, and he also attacked those who did not want frozen fish: “Those who don’t eat frozen fillets can blame themselves. It’s snobbish not to think it is good enough.”

Carlsen’s attack on people who did not want to eat frozen fish in times of scarcity illustrates that frozen fish was regarded as something inferior to fresh fish. Even in times when fish was in short supply, consumers did not want to eat the new fish fillets. The Minister of Supply had similar concerns as early as in 1948 when he claimed that: “We have frozen fish fillets in storage, but it seems that people in Oslo do not want this high quality product.” Perhaps the clearest statement of consumer scepticism towards frozen fillets came from Tordis Undersrud from Norges Husmorforbund (the Norwegian Housewives Association), which had approximately 30,000 members at this time. In a meeting at the Department of Fisheries, she said: “Housewives prefer fresh fish if it’s available, and in any case we want fresh fish for our children.”

So we see that frozen fillets were not considered a proper substitute for fresh fish, even though fish was hard to come by. This of course can be interpreted as Carlsen did, as a sign of snobbishness, although this does not seem as if it fully explains consumer reaction. After all, it seems highly unlikely that people would be picky about food right after a war when they had to endure food rationing and food substitutes. If we are to understand why consumers rejected frozen fillets even in times of scarcity, we have to look more closely at how they evaluated the
quality of this fish. A look at the pre-history of the frozen fish fillet in Norway can offer some insights into the scepticism.

Norwegian consumers got their first taste of frozen fish fillets during WWII, which was produced at the state-of-the-art freezing plants built by the German occupiers. There was one problem, however, with the German idea of using frozen fillets as a source of protein. Even though they had built these state-of-the-art freezing plants, their distribution chains were no match for the plants. It could take days before fish arrived at the plants for freezing, which meant that the fish could decay quite a bit. Additionally, the distribution system from the freezing plant to the market was poor, as the fact is that they could simply not keep the fish frozen all the way from the plants to the consumers. Therefore, the frozen fillets that Norwegian consumers had access to during the war were of very low quality.  

We can see that this was a problem for the frozen fish industry in a quote from Lillemor Erken, a famous cookbook author, after a meeting in which she attempted to tell housewives about the high quality fish produced by Norwegian Frozen Fish: “It will be a Sisyphean task to convince housewives who still have the taste of frozen fish from the war in their mouths.” The first-ever frozen fillet advertisement in the national Housewives Magazine also acknowledged the consumer’s unhappy memories of the wartime frozen fillets: “We think with horror on the war and the so-called frozen fish we were given back then. It’s no wonder many housewives still get a bad taste in their mouths when they think of frozen fish.”
This shows us that consumer scepticism towards the frozen fillets was grounded in memories from the war, with the memory of rotten frozen fillets lingering on even after the war was over, thereby shaping the way the “new” frozen fillets were perceived by the consumers. In conjunction with the fact that the consumers could not evaluate the frozen fillets with their physical senses and that the fish had been distributed by the “enemy”, we can see that they used memory or history as a tool for evaluating the fillets. Using this tool for the evaluation of the fillets did not give them any reason to trust the authorities and the frozen fish industry’s claims that frozen fillets were good food. For this reason, consumer distrust should not be seen as a form of irrational snobbishness, but rather as a consequence of the war and the new packaging of the frozen fillets.

Whatever the reasons for why consumers did not want frozen fillets, we see that the frozen fish industry faced a challenge as it tried to market its frozen fillets to Norwegian homemakers. Something had to be done to convince the consumers that frozen fillets were high quality food, and the industry needed to simultaneously produce fish fillets, establish an infrastructure for distribution of the products and get consumers to trust them. There is evidence that it succeeded. By 1970, frozen fish had been accompanied by more than 100 different products, and the Norwegian consumption of frozen foods was higher than 15 000 tons. Within a period of 20 years, Norwegians had turned into one of the largest consumers of frozen foods in Europe, so it seems as if the industrial actors had indeed transformed the consumer’s attitude towards frozen foods. The remainder of this paper examines how this was accomplished and how the “distanced food” became “familiar food.”
Quality Control Systems and Time

A major theme in the literature about consumer trust in food is the establishment of quality control systems and the like.\textsuperscript{34} Right from the very beginning, the frozen fish industry stressed that every single package of frozen fillets had to be of high quality, which in this case meant that each frozen fillet would have a taste, consistency and smell that resembled that of fresh fish.\textsuperscript{35} The frozen fish industry therefore knew that consumers would judge the new product against fresh fish. It’s essential nature as a fish was removed via the production process, yet the product was still supposed to taste like fresh fish when consumed. However, much could go wrong in the production and distribution of frozen fillets because many people were involved in the process. It then became imperative for Norwegian Frozen Fish to find a way to ensure that only high quality products entered the market and consumer households.

This was accomplished in two ways. First, the state checked the production of frozen fillets, with government inspectors visiting freezing plants and testing samples from the production run. If inspectors found products that were of a low quality, they would send them to the National Institute for Fisheries Research for further analysis.\textsuperscript{36} Unfortunately, this state-run quality control system did not have the resources to check the daily production from every plant in the country, so Norwegian Frozen Fish also established its own technical department in 1947, which was designed to check the production and distribution of frozen fillets. Norwegian Frozen Fish also established a home market department that served some of the same functions. The technical department was closely linked to the National Institute for Fisheries Research, thus making it possible to view this as an alliance between the industry and the state.\textsuperscript{37}
These organizations, as well as the alliance between them, worked to make sure that consumers who actually bought the new frozen fillets were not reminded of the wartime frozen fish. At the same time, we can say that these organizations were part of an effort to limit variation, with their job being to ensure that all products that entered the marketplace were of the same quality no matter when or where they were produced and purchased. However, this type of measure can only create trust over time. In other words, the effort would only work if the frozen fish industry could persuade consumers to try the fillets in the first place. Consequently, we have to investigate the marketing of frozen fish fillets and see how this together with the system of quality control contributed to the creation of consumer trust.

**Rhetorical Relations**

The creation of the common brand “Frionor” in 1947 for all frozen fish fillets produced in freezing plants along the Norwegian coast can be seen as Norwegian Frozen Fish’s first marketing effort. Nevertheless, the brand cannot be separated from the perceived importance of quality. After all, the brand name was supposed to serve as a guarantee of the food’s high quality. The quality controls were therefore designed to ensure that the brand name always kept its promise, as brand and quality controls were two phenomena that co-produced each other.

But, the brand also served another purpose. While the packaging of frozen fillets in cardboard containers created a distance between the consumer and the product, the brand was intended to reproduce this relationship. The branding produced a sense of familiarity between consumers and products by transforming every single package of frozen fillet into standardized Frionor fish fillets, thus all individual packages became the same, while any doubt about what the package
might contain was removed. In theory at least, having tried one package, the consumer would be familiar with all of them. The role of the trusted fisherman or fish dealer was therefore delegated to the brand, as this was a kind of familiarity between producer and consumer that did not build on proximity in space, but on a standardization and large system for quality control.⁴¹

It is hard to know if the brand worked as a guarantee for the quality of the products in this specific case, although an investigation by the Norwegian Productivity Agency, established in 1953 in order to promote rationalization in economic life to the advantage of consumers, employers and employees, suggests that it did. The investigation asked housewives if they thought branded products were of better, worse or the same quality as non-branded products. A total of 58% of the housewives thought that branded products were of a better quality, so in the eyes of many housewives, branding seems to have acted as a guarantee of quality.⁴²

The first ad for Frionor fillets to appear in Norway was a full page in the national Housewives Magazine that carefully explained the production process from which the fillet originated and followed the fish all the way from the fishing boat to consumption. This explanation of the production process was framed to show that the system for quality control acted as a guarantee for quality, thereby distancing the new frozen fillets from the wartime fillets.⁴³ The fillets’ journey from the ocean to the household and the system that monitored this process were also central in the “propaganda” movie “Fisken uten grenser” (“The fish without borders”) that Norwegian Frozen Fish premiered in Oslo in 1949.⁴⁴
As we can see, both the ads and the movie used the origins of the fish as their story line, which is interesting in connection to the distance created between production and consumption by the non-local nature of frozen fillets. By telling stories that show where the fillets came from and how they were produced and distributed, Norwegian Frozen Fish was attempting to bridge this gap. The stories situated the fillets so that consumers could get a feeling of familiarity, not only with the product, but also with the process that created it. Norwegian Frozen Fish also used the quality control system, as rhetorical resource in order to reassure consumers that all possible measures had been taken to make high quality frozen fillets.\textsuperscript{45}

Words were also important tools in this effort to distance the new frozen fillets from the wartime frozen fish. The first company to use the Norwegian word “dypfryst” (deep frozen) about its food was not Norwegian Frozen Fish, but its competitor Findus. Findus chose to stand outside the sales organization in order to promote its own brand, and maintained that the new word would disassociate the new and modern frozen foods from the low quality food from the war. This new concept sparked a small controversy in the early 1950s with language experts nibbling at what they saw as “new speak”, though it became more and more commonly used by actors from the industry during the 1950s.\textsuperscript{46}

By adding the adjective “dyp” (deep), both Findus, and later other companies, hoped to underscore that the new fillets were different than those produced during the war. This new word was thought to make it harder to associate the new fillets with the fillets from the war, which shows that the frozen fish industry attempted to create new associations. The ads attempted to transform something that was distant and unknown into something familiar and trusted. Quality
controls, brands and marketing were tools for the distribution of products and the production of sales, but we also see that they were used for producing consumer trust by forging new relationships between consumer and the product. Yet, these are only a few of the techniques that the frozen fish industry used to create trust among consumers and not necessarily the most interesting ones.

**Freezers as New Signs**

As we have seen, quality control, branding and marketing were used to create a new relationship between consumer producer and product. However, if we examine the physical space where consumers would buy their frozen fish fillets, it is clear that there were also much more subtle ways to create trust. The frozen fish industry was involved in the standardization of grocery retailing, which altered the old relationship between the consumer and fish dealer or the fisherman from whom consumers had traditionally bought fish. This standardization of retail can also be seen as having been a technique for the creation of trust.

During the 1950s and 1960s, retail grocery stores were gradually transformed into self-service stores in Norway. In this process, the old counter service stores were increasingly replaced by new stores in which customers could roam around freely and choose their own products from shelves and display cases, and at the end, consumers would pay for what they had selected. Central actors in the Norwegian retail sector saw self-service as a system that would rationalize retail by decreasing the amount of staff needed and by allowing the introduction of modern marketing techniques to the grocery store. Because of this, the transition to self-service in Norway was heavily supported by governmental institutions such as the Norwegian Productivity
Agency, along with industrial actors. One industrial actor in favor of such a development was Norwegian Frozen Fish, which together with other industrial actors invested in an organization to finance and support merchants who wanted to adopt the self-service system.

The display of products was seen as very important in a self-service store because products competed with every other product for consumers’ attention. In accordance with this, Nils W. Pettersen-Hagh, head manager of Norwegian Frozen Fish’s main storage facility and somewhat of a strategist in the building of the Norwegian frozen fish industry, said that the frozen goods display case should be able to sell products. “Order is of the utmost importance,” he said, “and the cabinets should be filled with goods.” The frozen fish industry had regular checks of the frozen goods display cases in retail stores to ensure that merchants displayed the frozen fillets in the most effective way. The industry even instructed the merchants in how the display case should be set up and how products should be ordered according to type and brand inside the frozen goods display. The aim was to create a clean, standardized, and well-structured presentation of the products.

This effort to “help” merchants with the transition to self-service stores and to control the display of frozen fillets inside grocery stores can be seen as an attempt to standardize stores and the product display. However, the standardization of stores and the display of food served a purpose other than to just create sales. Since it was impossible for the consumer to evaluate the quality of frozen fish fillets by the color, smell and consistency because the fillets were packed in cardboard containers, it seems as if the display of frozen fillets became a marker of quality in itself. The frozen fish industry told housewives how the frozen goods display case should look,
and said that the condition of the display case could be used as a sign of the fillets’ quality. It was regularly stated that consumers should never buy frozen fish fillets from merchants that did not take care of their frozen goods display cases, and housewives were instructed to look for a well-ordered, frost-free display case that only contained industrially frozen products and had a visible thermometer. If these signs were in place, she could be sure that the products inside were of a high quality. This strategy was also used to pressure merchants into following the instructions from the industry, since at the end of the day, housewives would evaluate the merchant by his frozen goods display case, which had replaced him as the salesman.\textsuperscript{53}

Because of the packaging, the smell, color and consistency derived from the fish itself could no longer serve as signifiers of quality, thus the frozen fish industry had to find new ways for consumers to evaluate quality. Here, we see how the store and frozen goods display cases became surrogates for product evaluation, thereby shifting the consumer’s attention from the fish and towards the environment in which it was sold. What the industry did was to create an ideal type environment and to invite consumers to use this ideal type as a tool for evaluating the quality of the frozen fillets.\textsuperscript{54} In this way, it became possible to evaluate the quality of frozen fillets no matter where they were bought, though this could have been a risky strategy.\textsuperscript{55} After all, how could the industry know that merchants would sufficiently maintain the sales environment so that it became a positive signifier of the product’s quality?

After initial problems in the 1950s with frozen goods display cases and frozen fillets in retail stores, the frozen fish industry started developing standards for the handling of frozen foods. The Deep Freezing Office, which was an office created by the industry to promote the consumption
and proper usage of frozen foods and freezing equipment, contacted the Directorate of Health within the Department of Social Affairs in order to create national standards to be monitored by the state for the use and maintenance of frozen goods display cases. As these rules became reality in the early 1960s, merchants who did not handle their frozen goods display cases properly would lose the right to sell frozen food. Even though the Department of Social Affairs had the responsibility for making sure that the standards were followed, there is no doubt that they were heavily influenced by the industry and served the industry’s interests.56

Using these standards, the frozen fish industry actually made sure that stores would follow their recommendations. If merchants wanted to sell frozen food they would have to maintain an ordered display, therefore minimizing the risk associated with using the store as a signifier of quality. In reality, the store was of minimal value when consumers evaluated the quality of frozen fillets because problems could arise at any stage within the frozen food chain, while the signs given to the consumers were restricted to the space of the shop. However, this does not mean that the standardized space did not work to produce consumer trust. As part of the larger system of state and industrial quality control, this measure could work because consumers would still get the impression of being able to evaluate the frozen fillets.

Hence, we see that branding and marketing created new relationships between producer and consumer, and that retail stores and frozen goods counters became signifiers of the food’s quality. This illustrates how quality control systems set up to ensure the quality of the food were supplemented by these technologies, which gave consumers a feeling of making quality judgements on their own as they had done with traditional fish. This is all well and good, but it
does not explain how the consumers’ experience of wartime frozen fillets was negated. What was perhaps the most effective technology for breaking down the negative experience and building trust in the new fillets was also the one that was most hidden. The next section shows how learning by doing and household freezer chests became important in the production of consumer trust in frozen fish fillets.

Co-opting the Technologies of Learning

The standardization of the retailing of frozen fillets can be seen as a way of giving consumers a new tool for the evaluation of the quality of fillets. Yet, the main problem facing the frozen fish industry was that consumers had bad memories of the frozen fillets they ate during WWII, which led to doubts about the ability to use freezing to conserve food at all. For this reason, these memories made it difficult to trust the industry’s repeated assurances that freezing was the best way to preserve fish. The industry had to counter bad memories and produce new and positive experiences with freezing, and hence frozen fillets.

In cooperation with Findus and several manufacturers producing freezing equipment, Norwegian Frozen Fish took part in the creation of the Deep Freezing Office in 1959, whose goal was to promote the increased use and procurement of frozen foods and freezing equipment. As such, the office was an alliance working to promote the interests of a united Norwegian frozen fish industry, and a famous radio star, Rolf Kirkvaag, was hired as the office’s director in a move that clearly illustrated that the office was supposed to be what the industries that supported it called, a “sales promotion office.” The hiring of Bjørg Eliassen, who was educated to be a home
economics teacher, further illustrates the fact that the promotional activities of the office were to be framed as being “neutral” scientific information.⁵⁷

Together, Kirkvaag and Eliassen toured the country and held exhibitions at fairs and in women’s organizations on how to cook frozen fillets and use a freezing technologies. During 1960 alone, they claimed to have held lectures and demonstrations for more than 60,000 housewives across the country. They arranged courses in their office in Oslo, as well as writing manuals on how to freeze food. Kirkvaag and Eliassen presented themselves as neutral, even though they were paid by the industry. The neutrality of their “information” was always repeated in their presentations, but, as we shall see, they were undoubtedly promoting the use of frozen food and home freezers in a way that served the interests of the frozen fish industry.⁵⁸

If we look at the activities of the Deep Freezing Office, particularly including a book written by Eliassen, it becomes clear that the household freezing was a central part of the promotional work of the office, which actually spent more time teaching housewives how to use freezing technologies such as freezer locker plants and household freezers than it did talking about frozen fillets. In addition, it linked the technologies to the user’s own production of frozen foods.⁵⁹ Household freezing technologies was not only a place for the storage of industrially frozen foods, but also a place for the storage of food that had been prepared by the housewives themselves, therefore making it easier to avoid buying frozen fillets from the industry. Housewives could simply buy fresh fish when available, freeze it themselves, and then use it whenever they wanted.⁶⁰
Books like these became an important part of the cooperation between manufacturers of freezing technologies and the frozen fish industry. From about 1955 there was a veritable outpour of so-called freezing books. These books stood in a long tradition. In 1936 the Norwegian government established a home economics institute to do research in matters concerning the households. After WW II this institute experimented with the freezing of food. The building of collective freezer locker plants in connection with dairies had started just after the war, and the institute was eager to promote these as a way to maintain the nutritional value of stored foods. Several manuals were published on how to freeze food and even though there seem to have been no contact between the institute and the frozen food industry, these manuals set the standard for the later freezing books.

We could say that the frozen fish industry was co-opting the strategy of the home economics institute and transformed its nutritional project into an effort to create trust in industrially frozen food. In this way the frozen fish industry propaganda office could take over some of the legitimacy and recognition the home economics institute had built up through its work. This made it possible for the Deep Freezing Office to approach the consumers with a certain kind of authority and trustworthiness. The instruction books published by the home economics institute and the fish freezing industry were technologies made to ensure that people had positive experiences with freezing as a method of conservation. Only by ensuring that people's own freezing were successful, could home freezing be a means of creating confidence in the industrial frozen food.
In his study of how the French learned to eat canned food, Martin Bruegel shows how institutions such as schools and the military played a major part in countering the initial consumer skepticism and how learning was an essential aspect in the trust building process.\textsuperscript{63} Bruegel is right in highlighting the institutions that facilitated this learning, but in the case of frozen fillets we must add that technology was important in the learning process. The process of teaching Norwegian consumers to eat frozen fish fillets did involve the establishment of institutions such as the Deep Freezing Office, but also learning technologies such as written manuals that could bring the message into the home as consumers learned to freeze their own food. We can say that the instruction manuals points toward a technologically mediated learning process. Let us therefore follow this idea of a technologically mediated learning process further and investigate home freezing as a means to create consumer trust in industrially frozen filets.

\textbf{A Highway into the Home}

Household freezing of vegetables, berries, game and fish procured outside of the industrial food chain became very popular during the 1950s at least partly due to the informational effort of the researchers at the home economics institute, not to forget the fact that the Norwegian population would be used to conserve food using other techniques due to the short summers and long winters in the country. The popularity of home freezing could be seen to pose a threat to the industry’s attempt to sell frozen fish since it enabled people to become their own producers of frozen foods circumventing the industrial food chain. Why, then, would an office that was supposed to promote the interests of frozen fillet producers promote this type of household freezing?
In order to understand this, we have to investigate how the frozen fish industry viewed the home freezing, with one way of accomplishing this being to look at a quote from the secretary of the National Association of Freezing Plants, who claimed that the freezer locker plants should not be feared by the frozen fish industry even though they enabled consumers to circumvent the industrial frozen food chain because: “Household freezing contributes more than anything to breaking the traditional resistance against a new way of preserving food.”64 This was repeated by Nils W. Pettersen-Hagh in his report from a study trip to the US, where he examined the American cold chain and claimed that consumers needed to learn that freezing was a good method for conserving food.65 In the eyes of the industrial actors consumers were not “frozen food minded” because they were unacquainted with freezing as a way of preserving food.66

Here, we have claims made by central actors in the industry that illustrate that the home freezing was seen as an important way to counter consumer scepticism, which make it clear why the Deep Freezing Office promoted the home freezing through an argument that consumers could use it to produce frozen food themselves. While it was true that home freezing made it possible for consumers to produce their own frozen fish, this would not necessarily lead to a decrease in the sale of frozen fillets. The experience from the war had so tainted freezing as a way of conserving food that consumers did not believe the industry’s claim that it had any validity as a reliable food preservation method, though using home freezers and freezing food on their own would change this perception. When consumers found that freezing worked for preserving their home produce, they would then also start believing that industrially frozen products were of good quality. The industry thought that this was to produce new associations that did not link frozen fillets to experiences from the war, but rather to the daily activities of the kitchen.67 The frozen fish
industry was convinced that household freezing would ensure consumers that frozen fish fillets, and other frozen foods, were excellent products.

From the middle of the 1950s household freezer chests started to replace the collective freezer locker plants as the preferred technology for household freezing. Even though the household freezer chest was an exclusive technology at the end of the 1950s, it had become one of the most sought after household technologies by Norwegian consumers, which is illustrated by the rapid increase of freezers in Norwegian households. While almost nobody owned a home freezer in 1950, more than 37% of Norwegian households had a freezer in 1967, whereas during the 1970s that number increased to over 70%. With this, the belief in the potential of freezing technologies became even more optimistic.

Pettersen-Hagh believed that the low spread of household freezer chests could explain the low consumption of frozen fish in the first half of the 1950s. He therefore urged the promotion of household freezer chests as a means to sell frozen fish seeing the two as symbiotic products that reinforced each other. This was repeated by the general manager of Norwegian Frozen Fish, Otto Hanssen, who claimed that the lack of home freezers explained the underdevelopment of the frozen food industry in Europe. The household freezer chest was the technology that brought out the rational properties of frozen food by making it possible to buy large quantities and storing it in the household, thus transforming the wartime fish into rational food. Without it, consumers would have no reason to connect their household freezing to the produce of the frozen fish industry.
The director of the Deep Freezing Office, Kirkvaag, took his fate in the household freezers as tools for embedding the consumers in the industrial food chain one step further claiming that the home freezer was to be for the frozen fish industry what the highway was for the automobile. The idea being that once consumers had procured a home freezer, they would inevitably be linked to the industrial frozen food chain. In the end they would be embedded to such an extent that the freezer would become a place for storing industrially produced frozen food rather than self-produced foods such as berries, fish and game. In this way, the home freezer became a medium for letting consumers experience what Kirkvaag called the “miracle of deep freezing,” which was promoted in order to disassociate frozen fillets from the war, while helping to create more positive associations in connection to fillets just as the word “dypfryst” was supposed to do.

There can be no doubt that the actors in the frozen fish industry had a belief in what we could call the technological facilitation of learning by doing as a way to shape of consumption. What was a seemingly simple technology was also a learning technology with the potential to transform the perceptions of frozen food. In this case, the technology was probably more effective than the branding of frozen fish, as it was through the home freezer that people would acquire first-hand experience with freezing as a method of preserving food and frozen foods. And further, it was through the freezer that the consumer would discover that industrially frozen food was a rational, time saving choice compared to the foods frozen in the household. Thus, the home freezer was more than a technology for the conservation of foods. It was also a technology for the production of experience and the shaping of food consumption. The technology might be mundane, but it probably spoke more than words and quality control systems in this connection.
Food Chains, Technology and Consumer Trust

So, did the frozen fish industry manage to produce consumer trust in frozen fillets? There is some evidence that supports such an argument. In 1975/76, the average Norwegian ate approximately 2.6 kilos of frozen fish a year, although the total amount of fish consumed was 24.3 kilos, which means that frozen fish accounted for roughly 10% of total consumption of fish.\(^7^3\) There also seems to have been a change in the presentation of frozen fish during the 1960s, as it was no longer linked to wartime fish or the early controversies, but rather to the household of tomorrow. When linked to home freezers and other technologies, frozen fish had become the “savior” for overworked housewives and single men.\(^7^4\) From not eating frozen fish in the late 1940s, Norwegians had become more frozen fish minded.

What caused this transformation is hard to know, though there is little doubt that the initial consumer distrust of frozen fish had eased. In the common narrative, the industry’s setting up of quality control systems, marketing and consumer demonstrations would be framed as the explanation of the prevailing trust. These were indeed essential for understanding how Norwegian consumers became *returning* consumers of frozen fish, but they alone cannot explain how they became familiar with, and came to trust, industrially frozen fish in the first place. By focusing on various technologies, it has become clear that the making of a frozen food minded consumer did not just involve scientific expertise and marketing agents, but also the architecture of self-service stores, frozen goods counters, instruction manuals and household freezer chests.
These technologies were not just infrastructure, but also tools in the shaping of consumers’ perceptions of frozen food. It was through the use of home freezers that consumers would familiarize themselves with freezing as a way of conserving food, and it was through evaluating the order and cleanliness within retail stores and its freezer chest that they would become able to evaluate the probable quality of frozen fish. As a result, these technologies were crucial for the creation of familiarity and a feeling of independent decision making, which advertising and promotional campaigns could never manage. Thus, this article has similarities to studies, such as Bruegels, which highlight learning and familiarization as important aspects of trust production in that it puts weight on learning by doing. The technologies were closer to home and could be experienced as more immediate than the quality control systems set up by industry. Consequently, it is the mundane character of these technologies that makes them interesting as a lens into the introduction of frozen foods.

That technologies such as instruction books, retail stores and freezer chests were important in the shaping of consumer perceptions of frozen fish also suggests that there does not have to be a gap between food studies that focus on cultures of trust and the technologies of the food chain. Both aspects are part of the complex work that goes into the introduction of new food products. Infrastructure is important in the creation of new food chains and the distribution of foods, though at the same time it is necessary to get consumers to trust the food distributed through the chain. A food chain does not really work unless it has consumers at the end of the chain, and as shown in this article, it is not obvious that technology is important in the former and not the latter. We can therefore say that the technologies investigated served as both infrastructure and as tools in the cultural shaping of frozen food consumption.
If the questions of trust and technology are key for understanding the food chains of modernity, then technology at the interface between producer and consumer is a possible lens for understanding the process of trust production. Technology should not only be considered when explaining material transformations in food production, it should also be taken seriously when considering transformations in the consumption and the cultural integration of foods. In this way, technologically oriented food chain studies could begin to relate more to the cultural studies of food and vice versa. By taking food chain technologies more firmly into our considerations, we could start to write about what can be called the material culture of food ways.
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